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Weather
Policy
It’s that time of year
again, and we thought it
would be a good idea to
remind everyone of the
basics of our weather
policy. In general, any
time there are any concerns that the weather
might be an issue, you
should make sure you
are checking your email
and/or our website right
up until practice time. If
a pool’s school district
is closed for the day it’s
a pretty safe bet that
pool won’t be available
either, but we’ve also
had instances where
school will occur but the
district cancels all afterschool activity. If we do
have to make changes
or cancellations we try to
let folks know ASAP, but
sometimes the changes
happen at the last minute. Basically, just keep
an eye on the web anytime weather might be an
issue!

Great Fall Session
Hey BACers,

This past weekend marked the halfway point of our fall/winter season! It’s a great
time to reflect on the fun and accomplishments we’ve had so far this season, and to
get excited about what lies ahead. In this newsletter we’ll mark some of the highlights of the season so far, let you know about some opportunities for our swimmers
through the Wisconsin LSC, and sprinkle in some parent/swimmer education.

WGLO Champions and VCC Update

We welcomed our HS girls back in style last month! The first meet that they came
back for was the Western Great Lakes Open, and they helped us swim to a firstplace overall team title! We had lots of finals appearances and great swims from
every age group. In particular we wanted to celebrate 2 team records that were
broken. Hannah Mello broke our 13-14 50 Fly record with a time of 26.16, and Sara
Stewart broke our 15-18 50 Back record with a time of 26.52. Way to go ladies.

Our performance at the WGLO Meet also gave us some national notoriety, and
bumped us way up the charts on USA Swimming’s VCC rankings. (VCC stands for
Virtual Club Championship. If you want to know more about it you can click here
(or here?), but it’s basically a metric to compare teams across the country that don’t
ever compete directly against each other. It takes the swims done by a team, assigns
each a point value based on the swimmer’s age and gender, and gives a team their
best score.)
Our current VCC rank is 1st in Wisconsin and 86th in the country! What’s particularly impressive about our point total so far is that it actually doesn’t count any
of the swims done by the 250+ BACers who competed at the MSS Meet that same
weekend (MSS was a SCM pool and the ranking is for SCY). We’re excited to see
how much higher we can climb after this weekend’s Holiday Splash!
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Parent Education - What Improvement Looks Like
One of the best and worst things about swimming is the seemingly objective way that swimmers
(and parents, and coaches) can measure improvement or success. Times and ‘Best times’ rule the sport
of swimming, and all too often we rely too much on that single statistic to figure out if a race was ‘good’
or ‘bad’. But there’s a lot that having that singular focus misses.
First, not all meets are equal – especially as swimmers age. Young swimmers can often expect to go
some best times at every Weekend Jamboree Meet, but older swimmers approach a season differently
and really gear up to ‘go fast’ two or three times a year. A swimmer going an impressive time at a midseason meet during hard training often shows more improvement than dropping 2 tenths off your best
time at the end of the year.
Second, there are so many factors – known and unknown – that go into each individual race that
its silly to put too much emphasis on a single time. You never know how much of a role the amount of
sleep, what they’ve eaten, if their friend was mean to them, if they’ve been running around the gym, if
they’re really excited, if they’ve had a long week, or any of a million other things might be playing into
their time.
Third, TIMES AREN’T EVERYTHING! At BAC we prioritize a swimmer’s long-term development, and
there are certain skills and habits that we believe are needed to be successful as a senior swimmer.
Going a slower time but doing so with improved technique, increased underwater kick, or even smarter
race strategy and splits shows arguably more improvement than simply cranking out a race the same old
way and going slightly faster.

Finally, even if you’re looking at exclusively at a swimmer’s
time as the best way to measure improvement, there are a
couple of things to keep in mind…

THERE IS NO ‘RIGHT PATH’ TO AN END RESULT
Last spring at the NCSA Junior National Meet in Orlando,
BAC was fortunate enough to have almost 2 dozen different swimmers qualified in a variety of events. One of our
more populated events was the female 50 free, where we
had 8 different qualifiers participate. All of these ladies
have best times somewhere between 23.7 and 24.1 – times
that put them among the top 400-500 swimmers nationally. However, if you look at the graph below(?), they each
took their own path to get there. Some have been highachievers in that event since they were 9, others developed later, and one swimmer didn’t even start swimming
seriously until 13 or 14! The bottom line is that they’ve all
gotten to (relatively) the same place, but none of them got
there the same way.
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IMPROVEMENT ISN’T LINEAR!
One thing that’s very misleading
about the previous graph is that it
shows only a single data point for
each age – the swimmer’s very best
time for that year. Overall, while
the graphs for each of the 8 swimmers look quite a bit different, they
all show a similar curved shape that
indicates solid improvement from
one year to the next. But the reality
of their improvement is very different! Their times may have regularly
improved from one year to the next,
but in a much messier fashion. The
second graph shows EVERY 50 free
time ever done by ‘Swimmer D’ in the
previous graph – all 61 of them! As
you can see, they’ve improved over
time, but certainly not in a steady,
orderly, or linear fashion. You can
tell that after a big time drop, it often
took them several tries spread out
over a full season to get back to that time, much less a faster one. And you can
imagine that the swimmer went through both elation and frustration at different
times.

Times are certainly important, and stand as the ultimate measure of a swimmer’s
success. But, it’s important to recognize that they aren’t the ONLY metric to show
improvement, and to realize that even when improvement in times does come, it
looks different from one swimmer to the next and is hardly ever ‘orderly’.

MID-STATES
ALL-STAR
MEET and LSC
CAMP
You’ve already received
an email about the MidStates All-Star Meet.
Should be a unique and
fun opportunity for swimmers from across the
state, and it’ll be exciting
to see who from BAC is
selected. If you have
any other questions on
that meet, please email
Jacob.
We also wanted to
let you know about a
camp opportunity being
hosted by the LSC that
takes place over winter
break. You can find more
information online, but
since it’s a Wisconsin
Swimming event and not
a BAC event, you’ll have
to connect with them on
any questions you might
have. Seems like a lowcost camp for swimmers
aged 11-14 that have had
any state cuts within the
past year.
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BAC Class of 2019 Commitments!
Earlier this fall, we got to celebrate with 6 BAC seniors that signed letters of intent to continue
their swimming careers next year at the collegiate level. Congrats to…
• Emily Keebler (Middleton HS – Illinois State Redbirds)
• Wes Jekel (Madison West HS – UW Madison Badgers)
• Issy Petersen (Edgewood HS – Butler Bulldogs)
• Jaden Weiss (Madison West HS – Seattle Red Hawks)
• Andrew Martin (Middleton HS – Xavier Musketeers)
• Henry Miller (Madison West HS – Kentucky Wildcats)
If you missed it, check out this video celebrating their signing day!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CR8OfyZMutE

